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DAN BELLM
Siren song
The older hikers are staring into the water—
 
it looks too hard to get down to it over the rocks—
and the woman tells her husband, it's all right,
 
she's close enough, she's seen enough,
but she doesn't sound convinced and he knows it, turning
 
away—
he's tired now, but she would like to go further, as I
am going, because I still have strong legs and good boots
 
she envies, I suppose, almost lured to try, and then
they're gone. It takes me only a minute to clamber down
 
and ford the swampy inlet, wet to the waist,
and I'm swimming to the raised tip of the dead limb
 
at the center of Shirley Lake like one preserved past age
in the delicious chill, a chill that calls to mind
 
how geniuses are having their brains frozen now
against a future they trust will remember them
 
and sigh for their return, but what if
your brain isn't your best feature
or your noblest part, as if even the noblest skull-mass
isn't past useful freeze-drying at the point of death,
 








too many of its little brilliancies lost in corridors
 
like books misfiled in the library and therefore lost,
simply not there? So I wish my legs to be iced up instead
 
for striding and climbing through as much of time as I am
 able,
walking ahead of others as I have always left my
 
companions
irritably lagging a yard or so behind
but haven't the bones shifted place themselves
under the sedimentary loosening sway of the spine
and the muscles come unmoored enough under the pubic
 
bone
to make my youth unreturnable 
to
 me even in the age
when the cryogenic dead shall be raised incorruptible?
 
And this is why a pain shot down the leg this morning




 was being summoned for another test of greatness
and thought about failing graciously with a small thank-
 
you,
staying to recline in the hotel lobby in the valley
stroked by the coffinlike plush of the sofas,
 
guessing at how it will be to stir inside the box for
 centuries
whenever the earth contracts and settles
under the compacting entrance of more and more death,
its weakest joint, the sprained V
of its gone sexual exuberance, numbing slightly
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at the arrivals of beings it cannot shift or turn to nestle
 
against
because there is always more numbing,
more separation into ever finer dust,
a decomposition as patient as this granite's into the
 
meadow
and so I swim back seriously shivering
 
to sun myself, naked as a siren on the rock,
one of the immortal beauties, a warning, a temptation,
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